Super September Start to the SVS School Year!

A massive Beat Bullying campaign began the school year and Form 4 participated enthusiastically. They showed total commitment during lively debate as they discussed what bullying behaviour was, how they should respond to bullying, and who they should turn to for help. They produced posters, poems, role played during improvisation sessions, and came up with their own code of friendship. The week culminated in each student proudly signing a contract declaring that they would neither bully others, nor allow themselves to be bullied.

Sizzling September Sunshine was no problem for SVS kids as they battled on Splash Day, showering each other and several unlucky members of staff, keeping cool despite the final heatwave of the summer season.

Maths

Back to Basics was the name of the game in this month’s Maths programme. The children took a step back to revisit concepts learned previously, and then moved on to learn about number place value, and practice mental strategies for addition, subtraction multiplication and division. They studied number relationships and learned that Maths can be fun, enjoying competitive classroom activities to reinforce learning.

English and Science

The English and Science programme crossed paths this month as Form 4 began learning the features of a non-chronological report. Suddenly insects became a popular subject as they all began to research various species of creepy crawlies. Over the next few weeks this topic will continue as they learn to investigate and write their own factual reports using formal technical language.
SVS EID DRIVE
Just a quick message to invite parents to take part in the SVS drive to bag clothes, shoes, books and toys for the less fortunate children to enjoy as part of their Eid festivities. All donations will be gratefully received.

TALENT SHOW
We are always proud of our talented artists at SVS. It takes great confidence to stand before others and perform. Many children from Year 4 will be taking part; thank you parents for encouraging them to participate in this year’s show.